Brink Credits
musicians:
shivo’ham, shivo’ham
jay bellerose: cajon, drum set
michael black: backing vocals
hans christian: sarangi
lionel cole: backing vocals, piano
seane corn: backing vocals
greg ellis: dumbek, santoor, udu, zils
juliet prater: shakers
cameron stone: cello, backing vocals
dave stringer: harmonium, tamboura, vocals
ian walker: bass
corpse waiting to happen
hans christian: cello
greg ellis: riqq, shakers, drum set, udu
dave stringer: accordian, acoustic guitar,
mandolin, melodica, vocals
sleep
hans christian: bass, cello, piano
john loose: bells, cymbals, tablas
dave stringer: appalachian dulcimer, harmonium, melodica,
swaramandala, tamboura, vocals
i and me
hans christian: bass, cello
donna de lory: harmony vocals
greg ellis: dumbek, shakers, drum set, trumpet, udu, zils
mamak khadem: farsi vocals
dave stringer: acoustic guitar, harmonium, vocals
suzanne teng: bass flute
ganashyama
azam ali: vocals
hans christian: cello, sarangi
juliet prater: bells, cymbals, frame drum, shakers, zils
dave stringer: harmonium, piano, swaramandala,
tamboura, vocals
david zasloff: trumpet
jaya vitthale
jay bellerose: drum set
michael black: backing vocals
liz burnette: backing vocals
hans christian: bass, cello

donna de lory: harmony vocals
greg ellis: dumbek, riqq, shakers, zils
candy girard: viola, violin, backing vocals
shakti gray: backing vocals
cameron stone: cello
dave stringer: accordian, appalachian dulcimer,
acoustic guitar, harmonium, vocals
suzanne teng: piccolo
brink
hans christian: cello, sarangi
greg ellis: chimes, drum set
dave stringer: acoustic guitar, harmonium,
hawaiian steel, melodica, swaramandala, tamboura
david zasloff: trumpet
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special thanks:
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grossman, uma hayes, jane hill, paul holahan, philip holahan, marjorie & robert ingmand,
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mcdermott, susan moore, sheila nicholls, sapphron obois, sean o’byrne, karen pollack,
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this music is a mosaic of my experiences during the time i lived at gurudev siddha peeth,
in ganeshpuri, india. it would not have been possible without the love and grace of
swamis muktananda and chidvilasananda, for which i am immensely grateful.

